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About This Game

The only good office worker is a good office worker. - Sun Tzu

Play through the career of an office worker, and enjoy the thrills and chills that only an office can offer. The point of the game
is to figure out the point of the game, so only the most diligent employee will thrive in this harsh world...

Features:

MIDI music.

640x480px resolution.

256 colors.

Adlib sound effects.

Daily missions (with a real progression)

Exploration.

Easter eggs and secrets.
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No TPS reports.

Achievements.
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Title: Payroll
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Publisher:
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Insane mod for an insane game, this should have been in the base game!. Well, it's cute, but where's the rest of the game? You
build the stores, manually collect money from them (why?) and... that's it so far. There are several technical issues (f.e. pause
does not really pause the game, after reactivating the time speeds up), it is all oversimplified, but the biggest problem is
gameplay - there isn't one.. Not good yet. Like others have said, it has potential. But right now it is not good or fun. There is
absolutely no structure to the game. You are plopped down into an open space, given some guns and turrets then baddies come
at you. The controls are bad, the guns track badly, the reloading mechanism make you want to just forget that the game has guns
to play with, it is so low rez that you cannot tell what is going on. This is alpha state, maybe even pre alpha. Give the developers
time to actually produce a game and not just proof of concept for friends to play, then maybe it will be worth selling to people..
Well made Fortress building\/defense game.
Fairly short, but with a good replay value.. This game is very similar to Orcs Must Die, which is what got me to check it out.
The traps are very similar, although the game levels are completely different. The enemies are quite well done! In Orcs Must
Die I will run around getting into skirmishes but here I found I did not want to get close to the enemies! I get startled when
someone comes up a side pass and jumps me!

I wanted to put an english review here so people have at least an idea of the quality. I played through the first level, got stuck at
the end where I think you are trying to get into the tomb? The pictograph instructions didn't help me until it was too late. I
finally figured out I had to put the blocks on the raised stones which I found out at that point were pressure plates. Sadly only
one block was left, I threw the others away and they glitched out when respawning.

The best part is when you are placing traps the left hand lets you choose the trap and your right hand has a little diorama of the
trap in action. I thought it was really cool and something VR can do well. Most of the help is in english, there is a little text at the
start that is not, hopefully it isn't important! :)

The graphics are stunning, and I'm having fun. Worth the price I think!. Fun little motor to run. Only complaint would be the
bell doesn't work (If these even have bells, i'm not sure). Quality is great and they fit in will with all the other NJT content.. We
need Chinese.. 100% the best thing to get, healing people gives decent xp and having this saves a
long\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665grind to get the pouch and the ribbons will help heaps!
only thing i can recomend that is better would be getting this and the 14 days veteran membership 25% better ribbons gain + the
boosters and more credit\/warfunds ingame, you can never have to many credits!. If there are custom maps im sure this game
has potential for fun but in comparison to other rhythm games i am not sure at all how good this is. The notes felt a bit off with
the music and the music got progressively worse to the point i had to mute it to even bare playing more, i wanted to finish the
game but i have stopped at 30% on the final level and cant be bothered anymore as there is no joy.
There were a few moments where it felt really good but those were far between and it felt either way too easy or hard because
the music didnt seem right with when to click, that or my brain was just trying to block it out because it sounded so bad.
With games like OSU, geometry dash and Guitar hero i dont know why i would want to play more.. i only got to firts plannet
mars i couldn't that took about 2 to 4 minuts around there whonce there you can shop then when you try to go on next plannet
very soon here come a alion ufo with twin barrel shooter guns it move too much faster then you own ship yours move too slow
to get out it way when it fire a number of times and you just can't get out of it way in time of it's ballets and guest what your
ship is distroyed they do give opperternity to try it again many time you whant. it disant matter your ship will end up with the
same resauls. the graffits in this game is lossie my pc is very high powerd. this very important your ship as very thin armor metal
plainting it gets blowon up too fast other words.
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A fun game. The locations felt a bit small at times, but entertaining characters and (appropriately for the genre) witty puzzles
made for a fun several hours of play.. no story and almost no sounds, i finished the game except for the last level which has a
giant hole leaving it incompeletable. it is not very fun and it does not have a story so it seems completely pointless.. + Nice little
game. 16 interesting levels.
- Annoying music. Only way to exit Alt+F4?

Cheap fun. Recommend.. Absolutely worth the small asking price. 868-HACK is one of the most under rated games of all
time. Totally obscure and takes work to get into, but pays you back double with happiness.. Hardest game ever. Achievements
looks nice I guess. NO CARDS tho.. A nice future-technology scifi platformer. If you are a fan of movies like Tron, then
you will be right at home here. A bit of reading at the beginning, the story progresses slowly, and the game misses an
opportunity for voice actors. But it makes up for it in the stunning visual presentation, and the graphics render quickly.
Music and sound is good and fits the setting, although I noticed a bit of crackling as the loops reset. As a fan of the Lain
series, I was skeptical whether this game could pull it off, but it is the real-deal so far. The game is very slow-paced, off-
putting, and contemplative, just like the anime.

Playing on ubuntu 19.04 with radeon mesa graphic drivers, and a xbox-type gamepad controller. The game uses the Unity
game engine, and it requires about 700MBs of installation space. Right now the game is on sale for a few bucks, and I
highly recommend checking it out. The developer made a very worthy tribute to an underrated Japanese anime series, which
you should also check out.. Crashes consistently on running tutorial or starting new game in full screen mode.

"XNA Framework Reach profile supports a maximum Texture2D size of 2048."

If you switch to windowed mode it works, but then apparently the button for returning to the main menu isn't wired up?

Also holy dithering Batman.. Great game, with the potential to be an Awesome Game! I will not pretend to know how to
program, so you will have to understand that I don\u2019t know what is possible and impossible with my simple requests and
wild suggestions.

Simple Requests & Wild Suggestions:

1)\tNo vehicles, I saw something about it for season 2, but I didn\u2019t get here the end of season 3, so I don\u2019t know
what happened. An Unarmed Dune Buggy with storage space would be a good start. Thus making bridges even more
important!?!
2)\tMass Transit Madness; A scuttler infested auto subway\/train that travels above and below ground to and from the major
areas. The combat in this moving train or in the subway stations would be awesome, be the 1st to do this, even if it has to be
on a sequel, Memories of Mars Redux?
3)\tFloor hatches\/doors & the ability to move vertically in a player constructed base (climb ladders)
4)\tClimbing ability, perhaps batman grappling hooks? Controlled vertical movement (up & down).
5)\tDrones are too hard to kill, 2 of us emptied magazine after magazine trying to down one. Cut them at least in half.
6)\tProgrammed closing doors (for trapping intruders). Doors programed to close when an opponent player goes into a
structure that is not theirs.
7)\tA drawbridge?
8)\tDual pistol wielding. Ability to wield 2 small arms or point defense guns, does any other game do this? This ability should
be a survival skill that is improved during game play.
9)\tFix the survival skills, separate it out into the categories you have and just let the player choose which skill he\/she wants
moved up, it would give your game more player variety. Some will want to carry more, some more accurate, others more lucky
on loot finding, etc. Everyone going up the same tree does not give enough variety.
10)\tAdd survival skill; \u201cRunning Speed\u201d. Some of us want to be able to run away from trouble much faster than
how we got into it.
11)\tBig Bosses, super droid\/bots that control certain areas, and are hard to kill, typically requiring more than one player to
accomplish, this insures that player will collaborate to be successful in the Big Boss killing mission
12)\tParachutes, Parasailing, Jump Jets, Iron Man Flying survival skills and equipment!?!
13)\tWhere is the bodies of water? Imagine Fishbots!
14)\tOxybottles should be 3d printed and filled up at the O2 ports
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Observations:

1)\tNo embedded marketing? Not sure what the advertising rules are, but why not be the 1st to make money doing product
placement? Imagine name brands paying you to advertise in your game? You could do a nutrition gain for drinking their
drink, for example; I would imagine Coke & Pepsi would argue about how much nutrition points a player would get for their
product, naturally it would be the one that pays the most! You have many items and places where you can put this, as far as I
know, nobody has done that yet, tap that money making potential, besides it would give the game a sense of realism!?! Ask
Ford, Chevy, or Jeep what to name the Dune Buggy, Mars Work Truck, etc\u2026Monopolize it for a while if possible.
2)\tDo not make in-game popups, that would just\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off every player, no and ifs, or
buts.
3)\tReal world coupons\/gifts. If Hot Pockets, Cheetos, and Soft-drinks want to maintain their dominance with Nerd Diet,
the Nerds want to win a gaming achievement\/coupon\/gift for collecting and consuming 100 Cokes, or Hot Pockets, or Bags
of Chips.

4)\tWhile most of the other games charge for DLC, you will have the 1st game that rewards players from those that advertise
in your game.
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